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What an Amazing Time for Mars! 
State of Martian core? 
Mars: Recent Gui6es? 
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Arm Instruments 
MJ.croscqplc Jrnager- , 
Aipl'fe P~ ~-Rily S~cttometer 
~qe.r Spectromet(ff' 
ROclf Ablulo# Toal 
Adirondack : Our first rock! (Basalt lava) 
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Swales and Hollows O'.JPL. 
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Rocks as Terrain Elements 
Rocks generally smaller than 
at any previous sites 
Cover< 5% of surface 
Spatial distribution shows 
control by impact processes 
(both where rocks occur and 
·· Wbere they don't) ·· · 
Mostly angular to sub-
•" angular; rounded rocks do J16t . 
appeadluVial .. 
No·tacustrine sedim~nts; no 
impact breccias (yet) . 
Humphrey Roclc .. watersigns? 
Decisions, Decisions 
What lies behind ... 
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Crusted Fines 
We checked out a crater ... 
_______ __,/-: Southeastrim Gtciev Crater· I 
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Sunrise over Mars from Gusev ... chilly 
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Everyone is thinking about Mars! 
Wbnt's wroug with 
MforobilS or fungus? 
EAGLE Crater •.. Named for Apollo 11 and a great golf hole... 1 
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"Treasure Trove" - Opportunity view of bedrock outcrop 
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"Lion King" View of Eagle Crater 
We crune, we. saw, we conquered (scientifically) .•• and we moued On. .•. 
Is this the real Meridiani? 
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NASA 's Mars Program will respond to 
Opportunity ~s discoveries 
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